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Abstract. The successful integration of activity in saline environments requires flexibility of responses at all levels,
fromgenes to life cycles. Because plants are complex systems, there is no ‘best’ or ‘optimal’ solution andwith respect to salt,
glycophytes and halophytes are only the ends of a continuum of responses and possibilities. In this review, I briefly examine
seven major aspects of plant function and their responses to salinity including transporters, secondary stresses, carbon
acquisition and allocation, water and transpiration, growth and development, reproduction, and cytosolic function and
‘integrity’. I conclude that new approaches are needed to move towards understanding either organismal integration or ‘salt
tolerance’, especially cessation of protocols dependent on sudden, often lethal, shock treatments and the embracing of
systems level resources. Some of the tools needed to understand the integration of activity and even ‘salt stress’ are already in
hand, such as those for whole-transcriptome analysis. Others, ranging from discovery studies of the nature of the cytosol to
expanded tool kits for proteomic,metabolomic and epigenomic studies, still need to be further developed. After resurrecting
the distinction between applied stress and the resultant strain and noting that with respect to salinity, the strain is manifest in
changes at all -omic levels, I conclude that it should be possible to model and quantify stress responses.
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Introduction

All plants operate to accomplish a basic set of functions: resource
acquisition, appropriate resource allocation to all individual cells
and functions, and reproduction. Nearly all of the details of how
they do this are open to negotiation, i.e. there are no universal
solutions, because all organisms operate within constraints
imposed by their own, unique and constantly changing
environments. Moreover, the constraints operating through soil
and aboveground environments vary with different spatial and
temporal patterns. Successful integration of activity is dependent
on flexibility of responses at levels from genes to metabolism to
life stage progressions and the ability to adjust to, ameliorate or
tolerate extreme or abrupt variations. As is clear from the
diversity of plant species and forms persisting in virtually any
ecosystem, there is no ‘best’ or ‘optimal’ solution.

Salinity is just one of many problems that plants have solved.
Throughout this review, I will suggest that there are more
fundamental similarities than differences between plants adapted
to saline environments and those adapted to other conditions.

Salinity, like drought, has long attracted the attention of plant
biologists. This interest has increased in the last 30 years, reflecting
the fact that millions of hectares of land under cultivation with the
most economically important crops have been adversely affected

by salinity, usually as a result of inappropriate irrigation practices
and other forms of land degradation (Munns 2005; Munns and
Tester 2008; Zhang et al. 2010). A broad concern with how plants
function in saline environments has been replaced with an
almost singular focus on ‘salt tolerance’ of those plants which,
on the whole, do not.

Since 2000, no fewer than 200 reviews have been published
on ‘salt tolerance’. This paper will not be number 201. I will
avoid simply covering the same ground again, instead espousing
different, sometimes largely untested approaches to the broader
problem of overall integration of activity. With respect to salinity,
I am more concerned with success in predictable or slowly
changing environments – whether they are daily and seasonal
normal variations or the result of landscape level changes – than in
the results of very short-term shock treatments. Given the
prevalence of the latter in the current literature, this will
necessitate a certain degree of speculation. However, given the
complexity and intractability of the problem, I consider that
justified.

Salt tolerance – finding the actual problem

Despite its immediate comprehensibility sensu ablato, i.e. in a
completely informal structure, understanding salt tolerance
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has been an elusive goal. One major reason for this is that there
is noquantitatively useful definitionof ‘tolerance’, only situation-
dependent proxies. For example, in breeding crops such as wheat
or rice for ‘salt tolerance’, it is quite reasonable tomeasure growth
or yield at different salinities or to define some scenario as a
‘control’ and compare individual performance to that. A similar
approach is not useful for any long-lived or clonal perennial,
however, and in either case, the results say nothing mechanistic
about the differences in growth. Growth in annual crop breeding
is simply a proxy for some perhaps Platonic ‘ideal’ of tolerance;
it is not, however, a definition. Simply put, in attempting to
study tolerance, there is nothing unequivocal to plot on a y-axis.
However, because ‘tolerance’ is a concept both useful and
important, I will explore in the final sections of this paper
whether a generally applicable definition might be possible.

For the most part, considerations of plant–salt relationships
have involved dividing the higher plants, or more specifically
the angiosperms, into two groups, glycophytes and halophytes.
Different approaches have been taken to define the strategies
each group incorporates in dealing with salt, with by far the
largest amount of attention being given to the glycophytes. It
should be noted here that ‘strategies’ are only loosely structured
summaries of what a plant or group of plants seems to do. They
are not strategies in the more usual sense (e.g. business, sports,
war); that is, they are not plans for the deployment of resources
in order to achieve a goal. We have no nearly complete
catalogue of the resources and for those which we can
enumerate (e.g. the various putative ion transporters), we
have very little information about their actual or potential
deployment.

In glycophytes, the model for salinity tolerance centres
around the declaration that sodium is toxic. ‘Toxicity’ is,
however, another vague concept. Unlike cyanide, carbon
monoxide, paraquat, or any number of other compounds
whose mechanism of action can be defined, there is no target
for sodium, only the knowledge that it is possible to kill a plant
by putting salt in the soil. The most common explanation for
sodium toxicity is that it has an inhibitory effect on activities
of enzymes with little difference between halophytes and
glycophytes (Flowers 1972; Greenway and Osmond 1972).
Despite the frequent citation of these 40-year-old articles, it
was unclear even in 1976 that this explanation was complete,
even in vitro (Flowers et al. 1976; Jennings 1976). A similar
conclusion was reached after careful re-examination in more
recent reviews (Tester and Davenport 2003).

Nevertheless, because of its declared toxicity, in the
glycophyte model, salt tolerance is dependent on excluding
sodium from plants (Pardo and Quintero 2002; Munns 2005;
Shabala and Cuin 2008; Plett and Møller 2010; Munns 2011).
Even more critically, Na+ must be excluded from the shoot,
and in all tissues, from the cytosol, although the nature of the
cytosol itself is poorly understood (see below). In plants
lacking sufficient control over Na+ fluxes to prevent shoot
accumulation, salt build-up in leaves leads to their mortality
and eventually to that of the entire plant (Munns and Tester
2008; Munns 2011). As I noted 25 years ago, ‘Although the
processes of physiological folklore have elevated [sodium
toxicity] to a belief in the almost paranoiac avoidance of
cytoplasmic Na+, it is not at all clear what levels of Na+ are

actually biochemically unacceptable’ (Cheeseman 1988). This
remains the case.

Clearly, little of the basic model applies to halophytes despite
efforts to stretch it that far (e.g. Yadav et al. 2011). In halophytes,
tissue Na+ concentrations can easily exceed 500mM and there
is considerable evidence against its extreme exclusion from the
cytosol (Flowers andColmer 2008;Kronzucker andBritto 2011).
External Na+ levels that would seriously reduce growth rates or
kill glycophytes may stimulate or even be required for maximal
growth of halophytes. Indeed, Na+ may stimulate both K+ uptake
and growth (Flowers et al. 1977; Flowers and Colmer 2008).
Moreover, despite the sometimes high leaf tissue concentrations
and continued transpiration even under seawater conditions, salt
does not, in fact, accumulate to toxic levels in older leaves even
with continuous and sometimes direct exposure to high external
concentrations (e.g. Cram et al. 2002). Limiting energy supplies
for transport by reducing photosynthesis also does not lead to
sodium accumulation or ‘toxicity’ (Cheeseman and Wickens
1986).

The beneficial effects of sodium for plant growth are also not
limited to halophytes (Flowers and Läuchli 1983; Subbarao et al.
2003). It has been known for a long time that many other plants
benefit from the availability of salt to varying degrees (e.g. von
Marilaun 1896; p. 74). For more than 150 years, the Rothamsted
Park Grasslands experiment has applied different fertiliser
treatments to experimental plots; nitrate is applied as a sodium
salt (Silvertown et al. 2006).

From this, it can be concluded that the model on which ‘salt
tolerance’ research is based is vague at best. A new approach is
needed that focuses on careful and quantitative dissection of
both global and individual processes and the more complete
problem of integration from the cellular to the organismal
level over a range of soil conditions. That is the subject of the
rest of this paper.

Glycophytes, halophytes and the sodium
content continuum

The first step in redefining the problem is to recognise that
‘glycophyte’ and ‘halophyte’ are simply convenient labels
given to plants at the extremes of a continuum. Conceivably,
this continuum should be tabulated as the maximum salinity at
which a species could complete its life cycle, but that is too
dependent on other conditions to make its determination feasible
and may be impossible in clonal species and long-lived
perennials. Alternately, it can at least be demonstrated based
on leaf salt concentrations of ‘healthy’ plants, i.e. ones not clearly
in the process of dying, under controlled or natural conditions. In
that case, this continuum has been clear since the first, laborious
analytical methods for distinction between Na+ and K+ were
established (Bertrand and Perietzeanu 1927; Lundegårdh 1929).
Using Lundegårdh’s new flame emission spectrometer,
Collander (1941) reported Na+ contents for 21 species under
controlled conditions, with values ranging from 0.5% of the
total monovalent cations in Fagopyrum, to 30% in Atriplex
hortense; there were no gaps in the continuum. More recently,
the continuum is also at least implied by the relative growth
responses to NaCl and their classification into four generalised
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responses (summarised by fig. 1 by Greenway and Munns
(1980)).

There is also, of course, a continuum in the relative ‘salt
tolerance’ of crop plants, as shown by the classification of 65
crops by Yadav et al. (2011). Even wheat and rice show
considerable variation between genotypes (Ali et al. 2006;
Munns and Tester 2008) and in tetraploid wheat (Triticum
turgidum), this variability is, significantly, not correlated with
the extent of Na+ exclusion (but see Munns and James 2003;
Genc et al. 2007). A poor correlation between Na+ exclusion
and tolerance was also reported for rice (Yeo et al. 1990).
Arabidopsis thaliana, often considered a model glycophyte,
shows considerable variation within the species (Trontin et al.
2011). Moreover, it fails to show the expected glycophyte-
associated correlation between Na+ accumulation and salt
sensitivity; mutations which increase sensitivity do not
necessarily show increased shoot Na+ accumulation (Essah
et al. 2003; Tester and Davenport 2003).

Viewed this way, the integration of activity in saline
environments should be considered as a very interesting set of
problems to be analysed in a variety of species, not as a limited
set of contrasts between ‘halophytes’ and ‘glycophytes’.

The problem of organismal integration in saline
environments can be solved in many ways

Thirty-five years ago, Flowers et al. (1977) reviewed the
physiology of halophytes. Their article still provides an
excellent foundation for understanding organismal options and
particularly for addressing apparent differences between species.
Moreover, their discussionapplies toplants across the continuum.
Briefly, they reported that studies of halophyte growth at high
concentrations of salts ‘offer a rather bewildering array of data’.
As halophytes occur in at least 37 orders of plants, (see also
Flowers et al. 2010), this should not be unexpected. Optimal
growth salinities range from 20 to 500mMwith large differences
even within single genera (e.g. Atriplex). This can vary
considerably with life history stage. The addition of low levels
of NaCl (e.g. 1–10mM) often results in dramatic increases in
growth. In this regard, as well as in internal levels of salts which
are ‘toxic’, species differ considerably in their responses to Na+,
K+,Mg2+ andCa2+. The nature of the anionmay ormay not make
a difference. Potassium uptake may or may not be stimulated
by Na+; the stimulation may be greatest at K+ levels typical of
non-saline environments rather than those of their native
habitats. Indeed, K+ uptake may decline more severely when
Na+ is added to solutions with high (50mM) K+ than those with
low K+.

Solutions to the problems of adaptation to salinity must
be embedded in the genome. The ‘bewildering array’ of
characteristics summarised by Flowers et al. (1977)
undoubtedly reflect the multitude of ways in which genomes
evolve and the potential for rapid adaptation to environmental
conditions (Oh et al. 2012). These need not precede speciation. In
some cases, it has been shown that evolution – especially through
tandem gene duplication – proceeds more rapidly in plants
experiencing stress and that the duplications can be retained for
long times (Dassanayake et al. 2011; Oh et al. 2012).With respect
to salinity, following the sequencing of the genomes of two

halophytic Arabidopsis relatives (Thellungiella parvula and
T. salsuginea), it became evident that genes associated with
abiotic stress responses and ion transport had been tandem
duplicated in the halophytes in significantly higher numbers
than in Arabidopsis (Dassanayake et al. 2011; Oh et al. 2012;
Wu et al. 2012). These duplications, although showing a high
degree of sequence similarity to their Arabidopsis equivalents,
have essentially no similarity in their promoter regions and
substantially different expression patterns even in the absence of
salt (Oh et al. 2010). How their epigenomes or populations of
small interfering RNAs differ has yet to be examined, but these
are undoubtedly involved in their different responses to stressful
environments.

Crop species also show high variabilities in gene expression
in response to salinity. A recent study by Walia et al. (2009), for
example, compared gene expression patterns in rice, barley and
wheat roots. Between rice and barley or rice and wheat, they
found no major conserved whole transcriptome expression
patterns. In the more closely related barley and wheat, only
about one-third of the salinity-related expression responses
were overlapping. Intraspecific variation in gene expression is
also manifested in locally adapted populations of model plants
(Baxter et al. 2010; Friesen et al. 2010).

Major aspects of plant function and their relationships
to salinity

Figure 1 illustrates schematically seven major aspects of plant
function which must be integrated for a plant to succeed in a
saline environment. Clearly, the central bubble (salinity) can be
replaced with any other environmental factor and the diagram is
still applicable. The least well understood of these interactions is

Salinity

Cytosolic 
integrity

Carbon 
management

Water 
management

Nutrient 
management

Reproduction
Secondary 
stresses

Growth and  
development

Fig. 1. Schematic relationship of a model illustrating major aspects of plant
organismal function that must be integrated for success in a saline
environment.
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that of salinity and the control of reproduction. This problem
is now beginning to be addressed at the molecular level with
studies such as that by Kim et al. (2013). These authors reported
that inA. thaliana theflowering time regulator,GIGANTEA(GI),
physically interacts with the SNF1-related protein kinase,
SOS2 under non-saline conditions. This interaction prevents
or reduces SOS2-based SOS1 activation. Under saline
conditions, GI degrades, releasing SOS2. The sum effect is a
delay of flowering and at least a partial maintenance of growth
(i.e. increased ‘tolerance’). Hopefully, this study will lead to
better explanations of higher-order molecular interactions
associated with growth characteristics, perhaps including how
reduced growth and reproduction are adaptive under saline
conditions.

Transporters

Undoubtedly, transporters have received the greatest emphasis
of any of the interactions in Fig. 1. Since 2000, there have
been 69 reviews of salt tolerance which have focussed on the
monovalent ion transport problem, so a detailed recapitulation is
not needed. Overall, at least six different possible mechanisms
have been identifiedwhich putativelymoveNa+ and/orK+ across
the plasma membrane and the tonoplast. These are the non-
selective cation channels (NSCCs), especially the voltage
insensitive or VI-NSCCs, one or more ‘low affinity’ cation
transporters (e.g. LCT1), two families of predominantly K+

transporting enzymes (KUT/HAK/KT and AKT), two families
of ‘high affinity’ transporters (HKT1 and HKT2), at least the
former ofwhich predominately carriesNa+ (seeHorie et al. 2009)
and at least two neutral antiporters (SOS1, for Na+/H exchange
at the plasma membrane and NHX-family proteins catalysing
exchange at the tonoplast). The status for each of these groups
was reviewed recently by Kronzucker and Britto (2011) who
raised serious questions about their proposed individual
functions. Moreover, none has yet been integrated into a
model elucidating their deployment and functioning in an
organismal context.

The importance of maintaining a low cytosolic Na+

concentration has been agreed upon to the point of being
dogma, at least partly on the evidence that animal cells depend
for their continued existence on maintenance of low Na+

concentrations. But animal cells do not have central vacuoles
amounting to 95% of their volume and they do have sodium
extruding ATPases. The apparent biophysical aspects of the
balance cannot be lightly discounted (e.g. Carden et al. 2003);
the inward electrochemical gradient on Na+ at the plasmalemma,
the tendency ofNa+ tomove down the gradient (Cheeseman et al.
1985; Xue et al. 2011) and the tendency of Na+ to cycle rapidly,
make it difficult to reconcile measurable fluxes with the energy
available from respiration (Malagoli et al. 2008; Britto and
Kronzucker 2009; Kronzucker and Britto 2011). In addition,
even at moderate salinity in both glycophytes and halophytes,
there can also be a substantial electrochemical gradient across
the tonoplast driving Na+ back to the cytosol (Carden et al.
2003). This exacerbates the energy problem; it is not simply a
problem at the plasmamembrane. Clearly, there is still something
critical we are missing about the status of Na+ in cells (Lazof and
Cheeseman 1986).

However, the problem is not simply limited to individual
cells in their generic sense. For example, Tester and Davenport
(2003), although noting the importance of the rapid influx and
turnover of Na+, also noted that cells in different parts of roots
(or shoots) have to behave very differently with respect to
transport in order to bring about the coordinated distribution of
Na+ and to prevent excess accumulations. Moller et al. (2009)
subsequently demonstrated this elegantly with their study of
HKT1;1 in A. thaliana. If this differential behaviour is absent,
any ion that is delivered to the xylem in the roots will appear in
the shoot if it is not somehow removed along the way (reviewed
by Karley et al. 2000). Once there, it has to be either
accommodated or recirculated (Jacoby 1979; Berthomieu et al.
2003; Kong et al. 2012) or in plants with salt glands, partly
excreted (Flowers et al. 2010).

The problem is easy to envisage: consider a plant with large,
older leaves and small, young ones. As noted by McNeil et al.
(1979) in their studies of amino acid distribution in lupins, the
larger leaves get the bulk of the transpirational water, but they
generally do not need the bulk of the nutrients. Instead, there is a
transfer from xylem to phloem or xylem to xylem at the departing
leaf traces, redirecting amino acid flow. With the possible
exception of species which accumulate Na+ in older leaves to
an extent which causes necrosis (e.g. rice Yeo et al. 1985), a
similar transfer system must exist for that ion. As noted earlier,
even in halophytes under seawater conditions, transpiration
continues, but salt accumulates in older leaves only slowly and
not to toxic levels. Indeed, the concentrations in young leaves
are nearly as high as those in older leaves (Cram et al. 2002).

Thus, although the long distance transport of ions cannot be
separated fully from consideration of water flows, the fates of
water, ions and other nutrients in the transpiration stream are
largely independent. The study of mechanisms and controls of
long distance transport must still be considered to be in its
infancy, but it is difficult to see how any list of genes can be
translated into understanding of organismal strategies without
expanding this considerably. Park et al. (2008) outlined a
series of criteria that could be used to distinguish transporters
involved in long distance transport. At the organismal level,
these included, in particular, demonstration that expression was
concentrated in the vascular tissue system and that mutants and
wild-type plants had different shoot ion concentrations and
altered phloem or xylem concentrations. Based on this, only
a few transporters could be implicated as involved for K+ and
Na+ (SKOR, SOS1 and HKT1 and HKT2) (see also De Boer
and Volkov 2003; Maathuis 2007). In no case, however, was
there enough evidence to suggest how strategic, cell or tissue
deployment of the proteins could be integrated with
observations of overall ion distributions.

From the 1950s to the ’80s, there were countless studies of
transport physiology at the tissue and organismal level. These
were largely dismissed as phenomenological once the molecular
(‘mechanistic’) era began in the 1980s. However, models for
cell or tissue deployment of individual transporter proteins
that can quantitatively, or even qualitatively, explain any
single ‘phenomenological’ study have been very slow in
coming. To the best of my knowledge, the only example so far
comes from the recent work on HKT1, largely from Tester’s
group. They have elucidated many of the molecular, biochemical
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and physiological ramifications of its expression and tissue
localisation (Davenport et al. 2007; Moller et al. 2009; Munns
et al. 2012) and recently presented a two-stage, 3D model based
on the crystalline structure of various HKT1 isoforms that
provides an explanation for Na+ exclusion in rice (Cotsaftis
et al. 2012). To make significant progress here, many more
such studies combining physiological, genetic and biophysical
approaches will be needed.

Secondary stresses

The primary concern with secondary stresses associated with
salinity (or drought) has been with oxidative stress following salt
shock. Analyses have generally been limited to a small number of
enzymes (superoxide dismutase, ascorbate peroxidase,
glutathione reductase, catalase, phenolic peroxidases and
NADPH oxidase), to estimates of membrane oxidation and
membrane leakage and, with varying degrees of reliability, to
the measurement of H2O2 and other oxidants (Cheeseman
2007). This list has not changed in two decades. Overall, there
has been very little attention paid to oxidative enzyme activities
or oxidant levels as normally occurring and to their positive and
essential roles in growth and development (see Cheeseman et al.
1997; Cheeseman 2006, 2009).

At the molecular level, there has been considerable
progress in understanding the responses of gene expression
associated with oxidative signalling pathways following
shock treatments (e.g. Iglesias et al. 2010; Miller et al.
2010; Golldack et al. 2011). This work has yet to be
incorporated in models of the overall integration of activity
under even the most benign conditions, much less in the
more challenging case of saline environments (Cheeseman
2007).

Carbon acquisition and allocation

It is impossible to consider organismal integration in any
environment without taking photosynthesis and carbon
metabolism into account. Carbon is the major shoot-derived
resource and the source of all energy expendable to support
metabolism. Surprisingly, however, many studies, in particular
those using Arabidopsis, use plants grown at too low light
levels to sustain growth, instead substituting root-medium
sucrose as the carbon source. The majority of other studies, if
they deal with photosynthesis at all, usually report CO2

exchange, stomatal conductance and the other basic
parameters reported by any infrared gas analyser system,
presenting them as dependent variables varying with time or
salinity. Overall, it is difficult to say that such studies provide
anything more than an intriguing suggestion that photosynthesis
is related to (in this case) salinity.

In contrast, a small number of sentinel papers have explored
the problemmore deeply. For example, the relative limitations on
photosynthesis due to diffusive and metabolic factors were
carefully analysed by Flexas et al. (2004), who concluded that
until stomatal conductance fell to below 0.1molm–2 s–1, the
limitations were almost entirely stomatal, i.e. metabolic changes
did not occur until more serious stresses were developed. With
respect to plants adapted to saline environments, this threshold
conductance may actually be towards the higher, not lower, end
of the in situ range (e.g. Cheeseman et al. 1991; Cheeseman and

Lovelock 2004) and in those conditions, such manipulations as
increasing external CO2 to very high levels to overcome stomatal
limitations, have generally not led to dramatic increases in net
assimilation rates. Something other than stomatal conductance
is limiting photosynthesis rates.

Photosynthetic performance is itself a complex systems
problem (Cheeseman and Lexa 1996). Performance is
modified in many ways in saline environments including
effects on chloroplast functioning per se, i.e. on the light
dependent and independent reactions (Chaves et al. 2009,
2011). Stepien and Johnson (2009) detailed many of these in a
comparative study of Thellungiella salsuginea (halophila)
growing successfully at salinities up to 500mM NaCl and
A. thaliana failing to thrive at 100 and 150mM NaCl. Over a
periodof2weeks, bothnet assimilation and stomatal conductance
declined in A. thaliana, but showed little if any change in
T. salsuginea. By 10 days of salinisation, the dependence of
net photosynthesis on intercellular CO2 (A.Ci) for A. thaliana
leaves showed loss of both carboxylation efficiency and Vcmax,
whereas fluorescence analysis showed loss of maximum
photochemical efficiency of PSII (Fv/Fm) and Fv

0/Fm
0, the

maximum efficiency of PSII in the light. In contrast, even at
500mM NaCl, T. salsuginea showed no compromises in
performance of either electron transport or Calvin cycle
components. The amount of energy dissipated as heat in
A. thaliana chloroplasts (non-photochemical quenching) also
increased, particularly the slowly recovering component
associated with photoinhibitory damage. With regards to PSI
activity, with time P700 became more oxidised in A. thaliana and
overall electron conductance through the whole chain declined.

With the Calvin cycle compromised or downregulated, the
importance of alternate methods of consuming electrons
increases, especially those associated with photorespiration,
photoinhibition (xanthophyll cycle) and delivery of electrons
to molecular oxygen (in particular, the Mehler reaction). In
some cases, such as wheat and barley under drought stress,
photorespiration plays the major role in dissipation of excess
energy (Noctor et al. 2002), but this is not uniformly the case. In
both A. thaliana and T. salsuginea, photorespiratory O2 fixation
was unaffected by salinity (Stepien and Johnson 2009). In
A. thaliana, increased cyclic electron flow around PSI
accompanied salinisation, whereas in T. salsuginea, electrons
were dissipated instead by a plastid terminal oxidase (PTOX)
(Stepien and Johnson 2009).

The problem of excess electron transport capacity can also
be solved by detoxifying the products of the Mehler reaction
using the antioxidant enzymes superoxide dismutase,
chloroplast ascorbate peroxidase and glutathione reductase
(Asada 1994; Allen 1995; Cheeseman et al. 1997). The
extent to which this happens is difficult to assess because
the activities for the essential enzymes are almost always
expressed on a relative basis. Cheeseman et al. (1997),
however, using an oxygen electrode method for SOD
determination, showed that the mangroves Rhizophora
stylosa and R. mangle had SOD activities more than
sufficient to consume all the electrons produced in the light
dependent reactions and thus would likely be able to convert
any Mehler reaction derived *O2

– to H2O2 efficiently enough to
prevent photobleaching.
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The potential H2O2 production was, however, up to 40 times
higher than the activity of the next enzyme in the detoxification
process, ascorbate peroxidase. One reasonable explanation
for subsequent H2O2 removal was by a highly active, heat
stable, phenolic peroxidase (Pearse et al. 2005).
Nevertheless, in general, the potential for over reduction of
the cytosol remains, associated with high rates of NADPH
production and low rates of CO2 or O2 fixation (Haslam
1986). To maintain a balance between photosynthesis and
productive uses of C (i.e. growth) in rhizophoracean
mangroves when nutrients are seriously growth-limiting, and
to prevent over-reduction of cytosolic metabolic pools,
more than 50% of recently fixed C is diverted to tannins,
flavonoids and other metabolically expensive (ATP
consuming) products of the phenylpropanoid pathway
(Kandil et al. 2004). Production of anthocyanins (in other
species) may also be a response to such imbalances. Another
mechanism for dissipation of excess NADPH reducing power
has been reported in celery, i.e. the upregulation of mannitol
synthesis driven by mannose-6-phosphate reductase (Everard
et al. 1994).

Water and transpiration

Since the development of the ‘pressure bomb’ for measuring
xylem water potentials and its application to the study of trans-
root water movements in mangroves (Scholander 1968), it has
been known that water and ion movements across roots are
nearly completely uncoupled, that is, that there is an
‘ultrafiltration’ system separate from the suberised Caspian
strip which restricts water-driven ion movements (see also
Läuchli et al. 2008). This is true not only for Na+, but for any
ion in any soil solution, even if it is obvious only for those
which are present at levels in excess of what can be used at
exactly the rates of bulk water delivery.

It is now apparent that nomatter the plant or the environment,
control of water movements resides largely in the activity
and specificity of aquaporins, especially those at the
root–solution interfaces (Maurel et al. 2008, 2009). An
exception may be the case of by-pass flow in rice (Yeo et al.
1987; Faiyue et al. 2010).

Recent research has established not only that aquaporin gene
families are large (~35 in A. thaliana and approximately the
same number in the halophytic Thellungiellas), but also that the
individual proteins and their placement in membranes is highly
dynamic. The bulk of this work has been done using A. thaliana
and short-term shock treatments. As reviewed recently by Aroca
et al. (2012), typically, but not universally, PIP and TIP transcript
levels decrease upon shock treatment with salt or drought and
recover over a period of days as plants acclimate to their new
conditions. The decline in the associated proteins does not,
however, simply reflect degradation, but re-localisation to
intracellular structures (Boursiac et al. 2005). Studies of
PIP1;2 and PIP2;1, in particular, have found that dispersion
is heterogeneous and that salinity stress increases their
internalisation and reduces their presence in the plasma
membrane (Li et al. 2011; Luu et al. 2012). The subcellular
trafficking is mediated by both clathrin and membrane raft
pathways.

Overall, at least five PIPs in A. thaliana form a co-expression
network regulated by a duplicated pair of DREB transcription
factors, RAP2.4B and RAP2.4 (Rae et al. 2011). The latter was
uniquely induced by salinity treatment. Salinity-induced
aquaporins have also been reported in other species, such as
Leymus chinensis, a grass species indigenous to sodic alkali
habitats (Ma and Liu 2012) and hybrid poplar (Bae et al.
2011). Salt induction of aquaporins does not seem to be a
ubiquitous phenomenon, however; in citrus, NaCl did not
affect PIP1 or PIP2 transcript levels even though root
hydraulic conductivity and transpiration were both reduced
(Rodríguez-Gamir et al. 2012).

I suggest that although the water relations of plants in any
environment, saline or otherwise, have been studied for
more than 50 years, a different and more mechanical
understanding is now closer to hand. It is important,
however, not to approach this simply by transferring single
aquaporin genes from one species to another in hopes of
finding the one that confers a miraculous level of drought
or salt tolerance on the target. Useful results taking that
approach are likely with exceedingly low probability and
little of mechanistic interest will likely emerge as a by-
product. An alternative approach based on modulating
expression of multiple aquaporins using RNAi may be
possible; Sangster et al. (2004, 2008a, 2008b), for example,
used this approach successfully to determine the function of
the HSP90s in A. thaliana.

Growth and development

Figure 2 illustrates a basic schematic model for response of a
plant to any environmental stimulus. Until recently, all that
could be done was to apply a stimulus and observe far-
downstream growth, physiological or pathological responses.
The more detailed the observations and measurements, the
greater the detail that can be filled in to the bits in the middle
of the figure. The problem changes, however, with each
phenological stage, i.e. with each life stage and
environmental sieve that is passed.

With respect to nutrients in particular, plant responses are
both nutrient and species specific (López-Bucio et al. 2003;
Lambers et al. 2008). All measured responses also depend
heavily on conditions prevailing or varying throughout the
growth period. Such peripheral influences include such factors
as salinity, water, temperature and light, as well as stochastic
root or shoot proliferation events (‘developmental instability’
Forde 2009). In the longer term, there is also considerable cross
talk between metabolic processes at all levels of spatial and
temporal organisation (Schachtman and Shin 2007).

Historically, the most critical and difficult aspects of the
whole response network in Fig. 2 have been those associated
with perception and signalling (Hirayama and Shinozaki 2010).
It has also been problematic to distinguish responses which
reflect primary sensing and signalling from those which
represent general or non-specific stress responses (Hammond
et al. 2003). Root activity involves sensing the environment and
adjusting transport systems and root proliferation as necessary
(Walch-Liu et al. 2005). Balanced organismal-level responses
depend on integration via local and systemic signalling
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(Schachtman and Shin 2007). Although individual roots respond
to local conditions, integrated responses are systemic, i.e.
involving the shoot and roots that may themselves not be
under a nutrient limitation.

Knowledge of individual sensing and response networks is
now emerging based on large scale transcriptomic studies
using response time-courses and model plants. These involve
multipoint measurements of gene expression using microarrays
or RNAseq, detailed quantification of hormone and metabolite
levels and fluxes and detailed measurements of particular
aspects of growth. For these, the split root system approach
has proved useful in differentiating between local and systemic
responses (Attia et al. 2008; Bazihizina et al. 2012).

The response to nitrate supply is the best example, to date, of
the application of transcriptomic studies to split root systems,
but advances have also been made with respect to phosphate,
potassium, iron and sulfur (Amtmann et al. 2006; Schachtman
and Shin 2007). Using A. thaliana, Ruffel et al. (2011) have
documented the transcriptomic changes underlying local
responses to nitrate availability, albeit under Petri dish,
heterotrophic growth conditions. These responses are regulated
by the nitrate and auxin transporter/receptor (hence,
‘transceptor’) NRT1.1 (At1g12110) in a network which also
includes ANR1, NLP7 and SPL9 transcription factors and
kinases CIPK8 and CIPK23. Although long distance signalling
is less completely understood, they found that amino acids
(especially Glu/Gln) provide feedback that prevents lateral
root outgrowth in a network that involves auxin response
factors (ARF8) and miR167. Hormones also play a role in
signalling of nitrate status, especially cytokinins (CK) as
evidenced by the fact that (i) NO3

– supply induces IPT3,
which is the first enzyme in CK biosynthesis and (ii) CK
regulates expression of N uptake and assimilation genes as
well as root architecture. Ruffel et al. (2011) established that
CK is indeed a root-to-shoot signal molecule and a component of
the signalling/relay mechanism carrying information about the
NO3

– status of the plant, enabling root growth and improving
foraging when NO3

– is limiting. Auxin produced in the apical

meristem of the shoot plays an antagonistic role in the root, thus
further refining the overall response.

The use of microarrays and, more recently, RNAseq
techniques in such studies has great potential for both
individual gene- and systems-level understanding, although
the massive amount of data which results has the potential to
make specific interpretations difficult (e.g. Seki et al. 2002;
Chao et al. 2005; Walia et al. 2006). The greatest strength of
the study by Ruffel et al. (2011) was the use to which they were
able to put transcriptomic analysis using microarrays. In all,
expression of 123 genes was altered in the interaction between
N availability and the split root condition. The clustering of
the expression of these genes in the different tissues was
similar to the lateral root growth patterns of the treatments.
Krouk et al. (2010) were able to extend the nitrate study to the
next level by usingmultiple time points andmodelling short-term
responses.

It is clear, however, that with increasing numbers of repeats,
treatments and tissue types come better models. Ma and Bohnert
(2007) for example, analysed all of the available A. thaliana
microarray data to 2007 to identify transcripts responsive to salt
stress (i.e. sudden shock), identifying 1500 genes which were
strongly regulated by the treatment. Although the majority
responded to other abiotic stresses as well, 171 transcript
responses were specific for salt treatment, mostly in the roots.
Of these, nearly 20% were transcription factors, but there were
also 35%, which were ‘unknowns’. Similarly, Seki et al. (2002)
analysed the responses of 7000 Arabidopsis genes under abiotic
stress (shock) conditions, associating 89 with response to NaCl,
but only 34 of these were restricted to salt.

It is now only a matter of time before the networks for model
systems are extended even further to include more detail about
hormone and metabolome interactions (Van Norman et al. 2004)
and about specific things which need to be accomplished during
the growth process, such as vascular development (Dettmer et al.
2009) and the critical roles played by shoot and root apical
meristems (Galinha et al. 2009). Given this progress, the stage
is now certainly set to use similar techniques to advance our
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Fig. 2. Basic schematic of a model of the response of a plant to any environmental stimulus. Roots and shoots (as well as other tissues) may respond to different
stimuli, butwith feedbacksandcross talkbetweencompartments, as indicatedby the long, curvedarrows.Physiological/phenomenological studies can linkstimuli
to growth and pathological responses. Further classification of those as associated with damage related or indicative of tolerance, amelioration, adaptation or
death are at least partially subjective. The crux of the integrative problem lies in the initial stimulus sensing and integrative signalling.
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understanding of responses to salinity and their effects on other
processes (Bazihizina et al. 2009, 2012).

Sodium toxicity, cellular water and cytosolic conditions

Organismal integration in saline environments depends on a
sophisticated system for controlling the distribution of sodium,
but in each tissue, the ultimate point of integration is at the
cellular/cytosolic level; if it fails here, then death results. This
is also the level at which water relations, osmotic balance and
specific ion effects intersect. Arguably the most critical
requirement is maintenance of an appropriate level of protein
hydration in the cytosol. In this section, therefore, I will look at
some of the overlapping functions involved in maintaining an
acceptable cytosolic milieu.

The cytosol is very poorly characterised in plants. However,
based on studies primarily of bacteria, it is first and foremost,
neither a dilute aqueous solution nor a sack of enzymes and
metabolites interacting by random diffusion. It is, instead,
highly crowded (Verkman 2002; Spitzer and Poolman 2005;
van den Bogaart et al. 2007; Spitzer and Poolman 2009). When
biomacromolecules occupy 20–30% of the cytoplasmic volume
(the normal situation) it becomes highly structured with spatially
and temporally self-constructing molecular devices. The crowded
regions act, effectively, as three dimensional membranes
permeable to cations and conditionally permeable to anions.
Both screened and unscreened electrostatic forces play
important roles in the regulation of metabolism and transport.
This crowding was probably essential to the evolution of life
and is essential for its continuation (Spitzer and Poolman 2009).

Despite the fact that they are difficult to study and not
identifiable at the gene or transcript levels, the existence of
large molecular devices (multiprotein complexes) in the
cytosol is very well established (Wiggins 1990; Book et al.
2010; Olinares et al. 2010). Indeed, it is possible that in an
intact system, there are few ‘soluble’ enzymes; they only
appear when cells are disrupted and their contents diluted.
Such complexes include a wide variety of cellular machines
such as the kinetochore (Welburn and Cheeseman 2008) and
the complexes responsible for DNA replication and RNA
translation. In addition, there are membrane complexes such
as clathrin (Batchelder and Yarar 2010) and multifunctional
enzymes in primary metabolism (e.g. pyruvate dehydrogenase,
Behal et al. 1993; Perham 2000), the Calvin cycle (Wedel et al.
1997), the phenylpropanoid pathway (Winkel 2004), glycolysis
(Graham et al. 2007), polyamine biosynthesis (Alcázar et al.
2011) and starch synthesis (Hennen-Bierwagen et al. 2009; Liu
et al. 2009). Although some of the complexes ‘make sense’ based
on well-known biochemistry, others, such as the association of
aldolase with the vacuolar ATPase, are less obvious (Lu et al.
2004). In this case, however, aldolase interacts with the a, B and
E subunits of the V-ATPase (Lu et al. 2004), coupling the
ATP-generating glycolytic pathway with the ATP-hydrolysing
proton pump.

Enzyme kinetics and binding equilibria typically depend on
ionic strength in complex ways. Some of the dependencies are
for specific ions, especially cations (e.g. K+, Na+ or Mg2+) and
some are general (Suelter 1970; Clarkson and Hanson 1980;
Nayal and DiCera 1996; Page and Di Cera 2006). Some of

these dependencies that are evident in vitro disappear in vivo,
possibly reflecting the consequences of condensation of enzymes
into large complexes, i.e. to macromolecular crowding. This
difference is quite probably responsible for the concept that
enzymes are, in general, much more sensitive to Na+ than K+

(in both halophytes and glycophytes, Greenway and Osmond
1972) and that Na+ is toxic. This, in turn, has led to the dogma
that Na+ must be excluded from the cytosol despite evidence to
the contrary (e.g. Table 1 in Flowers and Colmer 2008).

The ionic conditions of the cytosol affect metabolism in
several ways. For example, cyclic metabolic and replicative
reactions can only occur in the cytosol within certain ranges of
stabilising non-covalent forces as determined by ionic strengths
(Spitzer and Poolman 2009); interestingly, when these are
studied in vitro, ionic strength is typically adjusted using
NaCl. The stabilising forces are determined in part by the
distance from a particle or surface over which mobile charge
carriers can screen out the external electric field, i.e. the Debye’s
length of charges at macromolecular and membrane surfaces.
This distance increases rapidly at ionic strengths below ~0.1M
but becomes small, acceptably less than 1 nm, for a wide range
of concentrations above that. Spitzer and Poolman (2009) noted
that these concentrations/Debye lengths are commensurate with
the surface-to-surface distances of macromolecules occupying
20–25% of cell volume and conclude that crowding and short
Debye lengths were necessary for the emergence of dynamic
vectorial pathways and structures.

The fixed charge and ionic conditions of the cytosol
inevitably determine the local water relations relevant to the
cytoskeleton and proteins (Wiggins 1990). Critical differences
are reflected in solvent properties, densities and mobilities. The
equilibrium distribution of water within cells depends on
uniform chemical potentials (water potentials) throughout a
cell. These are functions of water activity, molar volume,
pressure and temperature. Given that the latter two are
constant throughout a cell, if the activities of water in different
regions differ, e.g. because of differences in numbers of solute
molecules, then the molar volumes have to change reciprocally.
Thus, water equilibrates by increasing in density where solute
concentrations are high and decreasing in density where
concentrations are low. At the molecular level, these changes
reflect the organisation of water, i.e. the numbers and linearity
of the H-bonds between water molecules. Low density water is
able to form more stable H-bonds and thus, its mobility is also
reduced.

These differences, in turn, alter the partitioning of ions
within cells (Wiggins 1990). Within a cell characterised by
local regions of high density charge (protein and membrane
surfaces), small, highly hydrated ions (Mg2+, Ca2+, H+ and
Na+) tend to accumulate in the regions of greater density,
while larger, singly charged ions (K+) are preferentially found
in the less dense regions. Thus, Na+ and K+, which behave
similarly in dilute aqueous solutions, partition in opposite
manners in cells. For charge screening, however, the cations
involved tend to be monovalent and depending on availability,
different species may be involved to different extents. Clearly, if
Na+ is not available (as in some low salt growth conditions), the
screening role will be played by K+ even though the size and
charge density of Na+ make it better suited (Wiggins 1990).
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This alone may explain why plants growing in the absence
of Na+ at significant levels have to have high cytosolic K+.
With even low levels of Na+ availability, some of this K+ can
be released for other purposes, e.g. for K+-specific protein
activation (Clarkson and Hanson 1980; Flowers and Läuchli
1983). In the usual way of calculating ‘use efficiency’ as the
inverse of tissue concentrations, potassium use efficiency
increases along with decreased uptake (Messedi et al. 2004).
This once broadly recognised ‘potassium-sparing’ effect of
Na+ has, seemingly, been reinterpreted (or misinterpreted)
as a deleterious effect of Na+ on transporters associated with
determining ‘selectivity’. ‘Nutritional’ or functional (Subbarao
et al. 2003) Na+ uptake under low K+ or K+-starvation
conditions has even been identified in rice, one of the more
salt-intolerant model species, and associated with OsHKT2;1
(Horie et al. 2007).

Returning to the status of water in cells, if small ions are
the only osmolytes in the cells, the regions between the
polyelectrolytes will, to varying degrees, be depleted of those
ions (and osmotica). To maintain equality of water potentials
between the regions, the cytoplasmic water (i.e. that not
associated with the polyion surfaces), has to decrease in density,
becoming more organised and less mobile. The compounds
usually referred to as ‘compatible osmotica’, such as glycine
betaine, proline, or sorbitol, are excluded from the regions near
the polyions by their size and charge (or lack thereof). They will
accumulate, instead, in regions with higher density water and
in the process, decrease it (Wiggins 1990). Thus, compatible
osmotica may well not play a chaperone-like role or protect the
polyions from the evil machinations of Na+. They may,
nevertheless, influence the overall water behaviour within cells.

There are, however, unquestionably conditions in which
proteins must also be protected against denaturation and in
which re-folding after stress is critical. This is accomplished
by protein-based modulators of protein surface chemistry in the
cytosol, i.e. the chaperones (heat shock proteins, Csermely
et al. 2007) and the intrinsically disordered proteins (a.k.a.
hydrophilins, LEAs, dehydrins or CORs, Battaglia et al.
2008). Unfortunately, the exact functions played by both
groups for plants under stress and their mechanisms of action,
remain to be fully characterised.

The roles and actions of chaperones include four critical
tasks. These are: (1) local dissipation of metabolic noise,
whether it originates with extracellular conditions or
intracellularly; (2) efficient and reliable signal transmission;
(3) distinction between signals and noise and the continuous
remodelling of the networks as conditions change; and (4)
protection against continuous random damage, such as that
which may arise from free radical attacks (Csermely et al.
2007). Chaperones also buffer genetic variation, meaning that
there are several naturally occurring phenotypes that remain
unseen, or ‘cryptic’ until their activity is impaired, either by
mutation or by environmental stress (Sangster et al. 2004). This
chaperone-dependent natural variation appears to be common;
in fact, Sangster et al. (2004) could reasonably suggest, for
HSP90s, that there is at least one such polymorphism for
nearly every quantitative trait (Sangster et al. 2008a). With the
growth in popularity of ‘systems biology’, it should be easily
recognised that none of these can be understood without

reference to all the others, i.e. the integrated operation of cells
(and organisms) are ‘emergent properties’ of the system.

Unlike the chaperones, which require ATP for their activity,
the hydrophilins or intrinsically disordered proteins effect stress
tolerance without direct energy input. Hydrophilins include the
late embryogenesis abundant (LEA) proteins, the first group
having been discovered in studies of seed desiccation. Other
names for the group (or subgroups) are dehydrins and cold
regulated genes (COR). The LEA hydrophilins are further
divided into seven diverse groups, but share the characteristic
of being largely devoid of secondary structure (random coil in
solution) except when drying or in the presence of sugars or
various other small solutes (Battaglia et al. 2008). In that case,
they may form a-helices and intermolecular extended b-sheet
structures. These structures, however, fully revert to the random
coils upon rehydration.

Because the hydrophilins are highly charged, hydrophilic
and have a high degree of hydration, they can interact with
membranes, membrane proteins and protein complexes,
protecting them against dehydration. Despite their size, their
geometry and distribution of fixed positive charges allows
them to interact with the fixed negative charges on other
proteins. Hydrophilins can function to protect enzyme activities
(and thus, probably also the conformation of other enzymes and
enzyme complexes) during partial or nearly total desiccation,
not only resulting from water withdrawal but by imposition of
ionic and temperature stresses. Also unlike the chaperones, they
do not facilitate re-folding of denatured proteins.

Moving forward

Over the past decade, advances in genomics, transcriptomics,
epigenetics, proteomics and metabolomics have ushered in a
new era, now broadly known as ‘systems biology’, bringing
with it optimism for technical solutions to problems associated
with salt and other biotic and abiotic stresses (e.g. Zhu 2001;
Apse and Blumwald 2002). Although the optimism continues,
at least guardedly, it has now been tempered by the realisation
that ‘in the field, plants are subjected to various stresses
simultaneously and the constraints (may) extend throughout
their lifetimes’ (Hirayama and Shinozaki 2010). In their
assessment of ‘the way forward’ in breeding crops for salt
tolerance, Flowers and Flowers (2005) could do little more
than point out the problems and failures of approaches ranging
from conventional breeding to marker assisted selection to the
use of transgenic plants. Munns (2005), advocated exploiting
‘candidate genes’ involved in salt uptake or transport, having
osmotic or other protective functions, or that ‘make a plant
grow more quickly in saline soil.’ At the same time, however,
she noted that, ‘little has been revealed by gene expression
studies so far, perhaps because the studies are not tissue-
specific and because the treatments are often traumatic and
unnatural’.

These assessments are correct and important, but as they
have not been widely incorporated into actual research studies,
they bear comment and extension. Overall, the two most critical
factors influencing the outcome of stress studies are, arguably,
growth of the plants and application of the stress. Because
salinity is really only of interest in some ecological context, be
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it a natural or agricultural environment, if field studies are not
possible, growth conditions should at least nominally reflect
them (see also Hirayama and Shinozaki 2010). In general, this
precludes using plants in Petri dishes at very low light and
inclusion of sucrose as a carbon source, although as part of
larger studies, such conditions may, potentially, have a place.
In general, it also precludes growing plants in solutions with
nutrient levels so high that they would present a major
eutrophication problem were they to occur in nature, e.g.
Hoagland solution, which, undiluted, has 15mM nitrate and
0.5–1.0mM phosphate, or 20–100 times the levels in most
soils. Moreover, it requires consideration of the ratios of
nutrient elements that might occur naturally. In seawater, the
Na : K and Na : Ca ratios are 45 : 1 and the Ca :Mg ratio is 1 : 5.
Studies of coastal halophytes should, arguably, be based on such
a medium, not some NaCl supplemented version of Hoagland’s.
In agricultural conditions, the Na : K ratio will depend on the
source of the sodium. It would certainly be useful if experimental
conditionswould be chosen carefully and justified based on some
field measurements.

I note that despite repeated criticism, use of shock treatments
to plants with no previous stress experience is still the norm.
This needs to stop. Munns (2005) provided an a propos list of
what a realistic approach should include. It should: avoid large
osmotic shocks; avoid measurements while plants are still
recovering from the initial shock such as when cells are
plasmolysed; avoid generating other nutrient imbalances or
deficiencies, especially calcium, while applying the stress;
measure physiological traits during treatments and, at harvest,
determine dry weights rather than simply taking ‘representative’
photographs; and measure relative growth rate (RGR) rather
than simply reporting final plant sizes. I would add that to
make RGR interpretable, the determinations should include
multiple measurements during the growth period, not just the
first and last weights (e.g. Wickens and Cheeseman 1988;
Cheeseman and Tankou 2005).

In this review, I have focussed primarily on two issues. The
first is the misdirection which has characterised ‘salt tolerance’
research in the past few decades. The second is the identification
of critical topics about which we know too little and which
represent major gaps in the fundamental understanding the
integration of activity, particularly in saline environments.
How can these be moved forward?

Critical topics for further study

In Fig. 1, I identified seven broad aspects of plant development
and metabolism which need to be integrated if an organism is to
succeed in a saline environment. I feel obligated to suggest
how to proceed with this effort. Each of the seven aspects
requires two types of continued study. Hypothesis-driven
studies that aggressively and rigorously challenge accepted
conclusions and models are needed while at the same time
extending the knowledge base for well-defined problems. It is
of paramount importance, of course, that these hypotheses not
be dependent on ambiguously defined terms (e.g. tolerance or
toxicity).

There is also is a critical need for continued discovery-based
research, targeting both principles of integration and functions

of uncharacterised genes and their products. For example, in all
genomes annotated to date, the number of unknown, putative
protein and hypothetical protein encoding genes is ~50% of the
total. These can be further divided into those conserved between
species and those which are lineage specific (a.k.a. ‘orphan’
genes) (Emrich et al. 2007; Hanada et al. 2008; Khalturin
et al. 2009; Oh et al. 2012). Hypothesis driven studies are
needed to verify placement of genes in expression networks;
discovery studies are needed for characterising the products of
the unknown genes and their functions. The targets for these
efforts should be selected based on, for example, RNAseq
analyses of plants subjected to stress treatments appropriately
applied.

Discovery studies are also needed with respect to known
proteins. The LEAs, for example, effect stress tolerance
without direct energy input, but their modes of action and in
particular their associations with other proteins and complexes
are poorly understood.

The characterisation of the cytosol of plant cells is a clear case
of a critical problem needing input from both biophysics and
protein chemistry. It will quite probably be impossible to solve
using the complex tissues and vacuole-dominated cell structures
of higher plants. For this, therefore, it makes more sense to return
to the use of large celled algae where the cytosol can be readily
isolated from vacuoles and characterised.

For all of these efforts, new approaches embracing systems
biology are needed. These should minimise use of single gene
transfers, employ knockout mutants wisely as part of whole
system analyses, and use ‘phenotype’ as, at most, something
indicating the presence of an interesting result (but not the result
itself). We need to approach plants as complex systems built on
redundant systemsand interactingprocesseswhereno single gene
alteration will bring about either catastrophic failure or incredible
improvement. If we are going to use treatments that kill plants, we
should analyse how the complex system fails. The RNAi
approach to analysis of HSP90 functions (Sangster et al. 2004)
is an a propos starting model for such efforts.

Towards a better understanding of salt ‘stress’
and ‘tolerance’

Having so uncharitably characterised the bulk of salt tolerance
work as based on undefined terms and unquantifiable parameters,
I conclude by addressing the question: can there be a useful
exploration of ‘salt stress’ and is there any way to discuss
‘tolerance’ that goes beyond the simplistic phenological
observations to which I have so vehemently objected? Briefly,
the answer to the first questions is ‘yes, but it won’t be trivial’.
To the second, the answer is ‘maybe.’

Eventually, the understanding of ‘salt stress’ and plant
responses will depend on all aspects of a plant’s ‘physiology’,
i.e. the sum of all cellular processes including biochemical and
biophysical processes and transcriptome-, proteome- and
metabolome complements, the epigenome, the small RNAs
and as yet to be discovered regulatory systems as they are
manifested at the organismal level.

To define stress, I will make an analogy to mechanical
engineering where it refers to a deformational force applied to
an object; the object’s response (deformation) is referred to as
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a strain. This is not new. I am not breaking new ground, but
the distinctions are important and useful. In the context of
environmental agents, a stress can be defined as any
environmental perturbation. The associated strain is the
physiological response of the plant, essentially a
multidimensional space analogous to linear or angular
deformation in material strength tests. There is no question
that using microarray or RNAseq methods to document these
spaceswill provide an evenmore ‘bewildering array of data’ than
the summary of physiological responses by Flowers et al. (1977)
could envision. However, software for analysing and visualising
these spaces is now readily available and continues to be
developed and improved rapidly.

Technically, an environmental perturbation is a stresswhether
or not it results in a measurable strain, and a stress that produces a
marked strain in one species or genotype may have little or no
effect in another. Comparisons of the transcriptome responses of
the salinity responses of A. thaliana and Thellungiella halophila
(salsuginea) are good examples of this (e.g. Gong et al. 2005;
Amtmann 2009). Nevertheless, it is clear that to be ‘interesting’,
the stress must produce a change in, for example, the transcript
complement or enzymeactivationbeyond thatwhichwouldoccur
as part of normal diurnal or developmental patterns. As an aside,
this also allows us to answer the question which arises frequently
in informal discussion, ‘what is salt stress to a halophyte?’
Clearly, it is a manipulation of external salinity levels that
produces a measurable strain, i.e. a persistent change in the
transcript complement (or other -omic representation) of the
plant. The minimal stress required to produce such a strain
will normally be different in any two genotypes and certainly
between any two species.

The method of application of the stress, especially its
amplitude and rapidity, unquestionably affects the resultant
strain. Shock treatments are easy to do and produce clear (in
that they are visible) responses. However, in the context of
understanding integrated activity or agronomic performance,
dying plants are not very interesting. To get the most return
for the effort and expense of an -omic level study, the strains
need to be measured over a range of stress intensities, not just
at the breaking point.

So, will there finally be a way to discuss ‘tolerance’ that goes
beyond the simplistic phenological observations? Maybe.
Between stresses that result in death and those which produce
no measurable strain, we can expect, based on shock studies, a
range of responses. With small stresses, we can expect minimal
strains that relax to the pre-stress levels rapidly. With larger
stresses, we can expect strains that relax to a new quasi-
steady-state in which growth and development continue.
Eventually, a stress may be large enough to induce strains that
do not relax. When we have reached enlightenment, we will
perhaps be able to select and agree on one point as that which
defines ‘tolerance’.

Concluding remarks

In closing, I would like to issue a long overdue apology for
completely ignoring, in preparing this review, some truly
significant recent work pertinent to saline environments, work
that needs separate attention and sets new important directions. I

have ignored trees and perennials in general, despite the fact
that they are the dominant organisms in significant and extensive
saline environments. I have not discussed rhizomatous herbs
and trees that can effectively move about and select their
habitats (Salzman 1985; D’Hertefeldt et al. 2011), thus,
substantially controlling their own resource environment.
Despite the growing body of research on the topic, I have
ignored the influence of rhizosphere microbes, including
bacteria, mycorrhizal fungi and N-fixing symbionts (see Aroca
and Ruiz-Lozano 2009; Miransari 2010; Porcel et al. 2012).
Finally, I have discussed saline environments as though they
existed in generic, ubiquitously comparable ways, failing to note
the importance of chlorides and sulfates, of sodic and alkaline
soils of the balance of other essential and potentially deleterious
ions, of the limitations imposed by diffusion of ions through soil
and of all the other factors associated with ecosystems ranging
from tropical coastal mangroves, to subtropical and temperate
salinised agroecosystems and to north temperate/boreal over-
grazed semideserts.
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